
#32183, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, VUKOV SPOMENIK

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 135 m² €2,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 2 1 1 1 YES NO 2 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 3

In wider city center, only five minutes away from Bulevar kralja Aleksandra street - main commercial and pedestrian zone - is

closed residential complex, called Oaza (Oasis) as ideal sinonim for place of peace and privacy in surrounding of city hustle and

bustle. Part of town with plenty greenery, vicinity of parks, Zvezdara forest, and at the same time nearness of city center, makes

this location ideal for living of a moder man. Nearby surrounding contains several schools, kindergardens, so as several famous

local restaurants and cafes. Complex has unique look. If features closed swimming pool, sauna, solarium, large garage space, so

as quality equipped gym with cardio program for fitness lovers. Complex is organized much as a hotel, it has 24/7 security, video

surveillance, maintanance service, baby-sitting service and supermarket. This contemporary apartment is housed on third, top

floor of complex and it's enriched with nice balcony, overlooking town and forest. High ceilings gives impression of spaciousness.

Interior is modern, with minimum equippment, and plenty light colours. There is big sitting set in living room area and fitted

fireplace for additional comfort. Living area opens toward dining area for 6, and leads to kitchen, equipped with all appliances

and ample storage space. Two bedrooms have own bathrooms, double beds and closets. Interior of this rental surely gives

impresion of simplicity, purity, and yet high comfort. For additional functionality there is central air conditioning in all rooms, so

as central vacuum cleaning system. For this apartment, there are two garage spots provided.
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